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Pythia HV module

SUEP, emerging jets, semi-visible jets

Asymmetric DM, SIMP, Twin Higgs * (Or hierarchy problem)

* Even these “motivated” models still have a lot of knobs to dial :/
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• How can astrophysical dark showers arise?  Most plausible mechanism is probable DM 
annihilation or decay. (Fairly specific model needed)


• Cosmo constraints (e.g. BBN) are fairly loose and model dependent


• Cosmology and DM self-interactions can be accommodated most easily if > 1 GeV  
(but exceptions can be cooked for sure)
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-  Jets with weird particle content: photon jets, lepton jets etc
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Beware of hadronization unknowns: e.g. is the 𝜌→ππ channel open in the dark sector?

Particle multiplicity is NOT a good variable (except if >>> SM, as in SUEP)

For DV searches it is critical though, so develop inclusive approach: e.g. bin in # DV

Marat Freytsis



Problem and goal
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Problem:


• The pythia 8 hidden valley module allows for a tremendous amount of 
freedom, which is bewildering when trying to scan the parameter 
space


• Pythia has no opinion on how the dark pions should decay and with 
what lifetime

Goal:


• Inject some additional theory prejudice to help pick benchmarks


• Implement decays for various well motivated portals:
✴ Higgs portal

✴ dark photon portal

✴ Vector portal

✴ Gluon portal 

✴ Photon portal

Predict branching ratios 
and lower bound on c𝜏

Predict lower bound on mass

SK, J. Shelton, D. Xu: To appear
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Promising future directions:


• New & faster algorithms


• Effects of pile-up
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Lots of improvements in the pipeline especially on the trigger side
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Carlos Vázquez Sierra 
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Carlos Vázquez Sierra 

Simone Pagan Griso
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Carlos Vázquez Sierra 

Simone Pagan Griso

Valuable message 
for theorists!
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Snowmass
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